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About This Game

In The Sentient, you play as an artificial intelligence who is asked to help mankind’s failing space exploration plans. Being able to
process data relatively quickly you are tasked with bringing as much research and knowledge back to Earth via an orbital station
known as "The Ark." At the Ark, you are able to recruit a crew, alter the layout of your ship, and perform research to improve
current and new technology in order to aid you on future missions. When away from the Ark, your decisions can result in the

life or death of not only your ship but of your crew. Space is a vast unknown so everything must be discovered in order to
attempt to work with or against aliens.

Key Features:
1) Procedurally-generated: Explore unpredictable sectors of space.

2) Choose a crew: Recruit a crew with perks and daily needs. Train them well and become stronger.
3) Fully-customizable ship: Design and optimize the complete layout of your ship - from the number of shield generators to

toilets. Everything is in your hands!
4) Ship-to-ship combat (based on ship designs and crew capabilities): Not able to withstand enough damage? Increase the

number of shield generators and shield consoles. Not enough damage output? Increase the number of weapon tanks and weapon
consoles.

5) Ongoing research: Gain research usable in upgrading weaponry, ship stats and capabilities.
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Title: The Sentient
Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Uncaged Studios
Publisher:
Uncaged Studios
Release Date: 29 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 1.2 GHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 compatible video card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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More awesomeness for an already awesome Roguelike. A complete new world to adventure in and very well priced for the
hours upon hours of game content. Def. recommended game and addon(s).. I actually really enjoyed the departure from the
fantasy setting and the overhaul of the gameplay. Maybe not as polished as the original PQ but still really good in it's own right.
I grabbed it at 90% off which made it 99 cents and at that price it is a must buy for anyone that likes PQ or just puzzle games in
general. At full price it is a little harder to recommend unless you are a puzzle game junkie, otherwise I would say just wait for a
sale to pick this one up.. How often are there sales for this game? Is it just me or is the game kinda expensive.. The controls are
amazing in the practice mode. They could do an entire game with just the practice drills. It's more difficult in actual games
where things are faster and more hectic. Once you get used to it, it becomes very immersive like you're really in the game.

Some of the reviews complaining about controls are outdated because the game has been updated and more control options have
been added.

What's there now is actually pretty addictive because there's a learning curve and you can improve your skills. The level of ball
control is unlike anything I've seen. Basically your controller angle matches the foot angle so you swing the controller to kick the
ball at any angle with your foot. Ends up feeling a lot like real soccer. I even caught myself doing the motions with my foot
while I swing my hand. sure enough the ball goes where you expect it to.

Would be nice if you could play as goalkeeper. The graphics are decent but not quite as good as Final Soccer. That game's
graphics with this game's ball control would be amazing.. very cool puzzle game, would love to see this on my Kindle. easy rules,
complex interactions.
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Outfit is awesome but pointless in a top down game where your characters are so small no one will ever be able to tell which
outfit you are using. Rifle sucks sh-t because you need automatic weapons to fight off non armored non-tank enemies. The
UAV is a requirement to get ANY research points whatsoever because once you get to about lvl 17, missions even on lvl 9 out
of 12 difficulty give so little experience you will hit a big time wall for leveling. But since most players have it by now you won't
need to buy this dlc because only one player needs to have the UAV in a mission for the whole party to benefit.

4\/10 useless overpriced dlc since someone in your party will most likely have the UAC already. The subscription sistem
seperates the player base due to the fact that people who pay more get better classes while starter pack just gives you nothing at
all just like 2 planes and 1 new class. Freedom\u2122. Just Love this game its a bit Tricky but FUN!!!
Hope to see more frome the Devs. A fun, thought provoking game which allows you to go at a pace you are comfortable with.
Opening everyone up to a broad array of possibilities to get out of even the most difficult situations. At times punishing but not
frustratingly so.

I would recommend all types of gamers, new and olld, to give it a try. I would like to see more creative games like this which
combine gaming elements I have long enjoyed into something which seems original and fun.
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